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short lived and easily forgotten 1980s tv series - this is a brief look at 28 short lived and easily forgotten television series
from the 1980s with brief plot cast list photos trivia and more some of these shows actually had potential and why they never
found their core audience is a bit of a mystery others after watching an episode or two, saturday night live wikipedia from 1965 until september 1975 nbc ran the best of carson reruns of the tonight show airing them on either saturday or
sunday night at local affiliates discretion originally known as the saturday sunday tonight show starring johnny carson,
seinfeld tv series 1989 1998 trivia imdb - the character of cosmo kramer was based on kenny kramer a man who worked
across the hall from co creator larry david in a self confessed move to cash in on the sitcom s popularity kenny kramer
formed the kramer reality tour an officially recognized new york city tour which visits the real life locations often featured in
the sitcom
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